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Good morning☺



Aspiration level for the ML models was 

to be 100X faster than in 2020 in time-

to-market terms



Model 

industrialization

is obvious

answer



BigQuery

Dataflow

AutoML

Cloud SQL

Cloud 
Storage AI Platform

Data Preparation EDA Workbench (JupyterLab)

Monitoring

Model Registry/Deployment/Pipelines

Security 

Robbust architecture to build, 

test and deploy models

All data in the GCP cloud

(structured and 

un-structured)

IT develops common 

standards and develops self-

service data platform used by 

data teams from different 

domains

ML Ops - complete advanced analytics model lifecycle management



Data Science landscape without Kedro:

Data Scientists were
speaking different
languages.

Slower distributions of knowledge
across the organization.

ML Engineers had to be 
polyglots.

Increasing time between the end of 
the model building phase and 
deployment.

Lots of approaches to 
organizing projects, 
setting up the 
infrastructure, using 
tools, etc.

Reproducibility issues. 
ML Engineers struggled with 
understading what is all about.

Data Science landscape with Kedro:

Now, Data Scientists are speaking English

(or, if you want to be old-fashioned: Latin).

Implement once, parametrize, and spread across all 

of the teams.

Data Scientists are starting with case-specific 

templates which are doing everything except model 

building, ex. setting up the environment, adding

utilities that ensure project’s reproducibility, etc.

Ford’s assembly line for models.Tower of Babel



Why have we chosen „full-cloud” direction ? 



„Smart” ML models gives us on average 5-10% 

increase on the quality measures giving us 90% of 

the business result. 

Soon all credit decisions in the retail

business will be made using ML models

Smart Analytics @ Scale



Mesh data or die !!  

Centralized data teams might create

bottlenecks in the analytics

Ideal case for the data mesh approach

Common standards and common self-service

data platform

Domain driven multiple data teams and 

federated data governance



Lessons learnt (Dark Side)  



Best results = ML Ops + Domain Knowledge

The machines work

better with „human

factor” ☺

Lessons learnt (Bright Side)  


